Experts to hold spacecraft to save earth

To Send 2 Spacecraft To Knock An Asteroid, Which Can Threaten Humanity, Off Course

Andrew Griffin

Scientists are at the dawn of a new era of space rescue, as the US and other countries launch small spacecraft to crash into an asteroid-sized boulder, known as Didymoon. This asteroid, which is at risk of colliding with Earth in the next few years, is part of a mission that will fly multiple missions, with the first planned for late 2023. These missions are known as "spacecraft of the future" and are designed to test our ability to prevent catastrophes before they happen.

The mission will use a technology known as "spacecraft of the future" and will test the ability of the spacecraft to knock into the asteroid and make it divert from its course.

The mission will be an important test of our ability to prevent catastrophic collisions in the future, which may threaten humanity. Rocks in future, which may threaten humanity, are expected to reach Didymoon by May 2022.
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**SHORT CUTS**

**Egypt pledges to fast-track search for Nefertiti’s tomb**

Cypriot authorities promised Thursday in an interview the cooperation of the new ministry needed to search for Queen Nefertiti’s tomb and new theory, presented by British Egyptologist Nicholas Reeves, suggests that the tomb is within an chamber of what was originally the tomb. A team has been working to search the tomb, since her bust was discovered in 1912.

**AN ENCHANTED FOREST**

**US lists 70,000 official ways to get sick, injured**

The ICDS-18 codes, which US hospitals and doctors have to use from Thursday, cover everything from parton bits to getting sucked into a jet engine. The study, a first of its kind, shows that the risks of too much sitting, but this is the first to look at what happens when we replace one activity with an equal amount of activity.

**Bronze Age Britons mimicked dead**

**Perfect for networking**

TTF brings together state tourism boards, national tourist offices, airport and cruise lines, travel agents et al.

**If you are in Travel Business do not miss...**

**India's biggest Travel Show**

Pune (Opposite Golf Course)

**TTF** is the only place where you can meet hundreds of travel companies including National and State Tourism Boards, from all over India and abroad. Come, get a first-hand insight of the travel & tourism market place, check new trends and clinic deals. Make sure you are there!

**AN ENCHANTED FOREST**